RECAPTURE

THE YOUTHFUL
LUMINOSITY

of your skin

Combining the expertise and
technologies of renowned physicians,

LUMINESCE

™

advanced night repair

works while you sleep–when cellular renewal is most active–by
enhancing the health of your skin’s DNA. This powerful
cosmeceutical is based on the most advanced clinical research
available and is designed to enhance specific metabolic pathways
involved in the aging process. LUMINESCE™ advanced night repair
includes naturally derived ingredients that support your body's
innate ability to repair your DNA on a cellular level.

During the normal aging process,

your cells

and the gel-like substance that lubricates between them lose
hydration, causing your skin to become thin and dry. The growth of
new skin cells slows down, creating a dull, sagging complexion, and
telomeres, which protect your DNA from damage, become
shortened. Daily routines expose you to free radicals, which can
damage your skin cells.

LUMINESCE™ advanced night repair combines the

BENEFITS:
STUDIES SHOW INCREASED
INTRACELLULAR HYDRATION BY 85%
IN JUST TWO WEEKS AND THE REDUCED
APPEARANCE OF FINE LINES AND
WRINKLES IN AS LITTLE AS TWO HOURS
INCREASES SKIN FIRMNESS
AND ELASTICITY
CONTAINS POWERFUL VITAMINS AND
ANTIOXIDANTS TO HELP PROTECT
YOUR CELL MEMBRANES FROM
FREE RADICAL ATTACK
ABSORBS QUICKLY INTO YOUR SKIN
CONTAINS AN EXCLUSIVE PATENTPENDING FORMULA DERIVED FROM
ADULT STEM CELLS CONTAINING 200+
KEY HUMAN GROWTH FACTORS THAT
SUPPORT YOUR SKIN’S NATURAL
RENEWAL PROCESS
DIMINISHES THE APPEARANCE OF
AGE SPOTS AND EVENS YOUR SKIN TONE
HELPS DELAY THE AGING PROCESS BY
ENCOURAGING YOUR SKIN CELLS TO
RENEW AND REJUVENATE

latest in patent-pending stem cell technology to support natural
self-renewal mechanisms and reduce the signs of aging while you sleep.
This silky, soothing cream gives you the hydration you need to wake up
with renewed and revitalized skin.

Made in the U.S.A. exclusively for JEUNESSE® GLOBAL
650 Douglas Avenue | Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
For more information, please contact 407-215-7414
JEUNESSEGLOBAL.COM

F E AT U R E S :
•

USES A SPECIAL PHOSPHOLIPIDS DELIVERY SYSTEM THAT WORKS ON A
NANOSCALE, ALLOWING FOR AN INCREASED ABSORBENCY OF ACTIVE
INGREDIENTS

•
•

IS BACKED BY YEARS OF CLINICAL RESEARCH

•
•
•
•
•
•

IS BASED ON THE MOST ADVANCED, CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE

CONTAINS AN EXCLUSIVE FORMULA WITH NATURALLY DERIVED INGREDIENTS
THAT WORK WHILE YOU SLEEP
HYPOALLERGENIC AND PARABEN-FREE
CONTAINS NO ARTIFICIAL COLORS
MADE WITH ALL-NATURAL INGREDIENTS
DERMATOLOGIST APPROVED AND RECOMMENDED
USES AN EXCLUSIVE, PATENT-PENDING STEM CELL TECHNOLOGY THAT RESTORES
LUMINOSITY, FIRMNESS, AND SMOOTHNESS AT THE CELLULAR LEVEL

KEY INGREDIENTS:

BECAUSE YOU DESERVE

a little beauty rest.

MICROCOCCUS LYSATE*
naturally enhances the repair to DNA damaged by UV rays
BAICALIN**
decreases shortening of telomeres and promotes new cell growth,
allowing for easier exfoliation of old cells & creating a younger
looking, more vibrant skin surface
LUMINESCE™ SKIN VITAMIN COMPLEX†
a unique blend of essential vitamins designed to nourish and
protect your skin, including a special, stable form of vitamin C that
diminishes the appearance of age spots and evens your skin tone
APPLE, LENTIL, WATERMELON, & CUCUMBER EXTRACTS‡
prevent trans-epidermal water loss by locking in hydration;
increase intracellular hydration by 85% in two weeks and have
been shown to reduce the appearance of fine lines in as little as
two hours
LUMINESCE™ GROWTH FACTOR COMPLEX
restores skin's natural renewal process with an exclusive
patent-pending formula derived from adult stem cells containing
over 200 growth factors
SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE (SOD) §
a patented, super powerful ingredient that helps protects cells
from free radical damage

LUMINESCE™ skin care products are
designed to work together synergistically. To benefit from a
truly effective youth-enhancing skin care program, be sure to
use the entire line of LUMINESCE™ products daily.
MORNING
STEP 1: Wash your face with LUMINESCE™ youth restoring
cleanser to gently detoxify your skin.
STEP 2: Apply LUMINESCE™ cellular rejuvenation serum to
support your body's natural renewal processes.
STEP 3: Apply LUMINESCE™ daily moisturizing complex with
SPF 30 for protection and hydration.
EVENING
REPEAT STEPS 1 AND 2.
STEP 3: Apply LUMINESCE™ advanced night repair to help
maintain moisture levels, restore, and revitalize your skin while
you sleep.

U S A G E A N D A P P L I C AT I O N :
DIRECTIONS: Apply a small amount with the enclosed spatula or
with your fingertips nightly. Massage evenly with your fingertips in
an upward circular motion to the face and neck.
CAUTION: Avoid contact with eyes. If contact occurs, rinse
eyes with water. Store product in a dry, cool (20-25°C), and dark
location. Stop use and consult with doctor if irritation develops.
*Clinical testing has shown enhanced DNA repair in human cells.
**Clinical testing in-vitro has shown increased cell (fibroblast) duplication. Clinical
testing in female volunteers has shown increased skin firmness and elasticity.
†Studies have shown reduced melanin synthesis and decreased age spots.
‡Multiple clinical tests have shown efficacy.
§Efficacy studies have shown that topical application of superoxide dismutase reduces
erythema elicited by UV radiation.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food
and Drug Administration. This product is not intended
to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

WE ARE

REDEFINING
YOUTH

